cozy
&
chic
fresh looks for fall

STYLE
NEWS

WANDER
LUST

Visions of “the good life” prove the
ultimate form of escapism, from Palm Beach
and New York to Britain and France

FUN & FLAMBOYANT
Greg Natale, a native Australian, is
known for his signature interplay of
pattern and design, and The Patterned
Interior (Rizzoli, $55), illustrates the
tastemaker’s unique lens, through
interiors that are at once sophisticated,
adventurous and robust with character.

Get to know the 100 most important designers of the past century
with this discerning look at design
heroes from across the world.
Edited by Stephen Drucker and
written by Jennifer Boles, Inspired
Design (Vendome, $75) tells the
story of decorating in one volume.

PERSONAL
SPACE
Creating interiors that
are both meaningful and
fulﬁlling are the subject of
Paloma Contreras’ Dream
Design Live (Abrams,
$35). From thinking creatively about your design
approach to improving your life, Contreras
provides an accessible
but beautiful look at the
decorating process.
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DAZZLING DISPLAY

FRENCH FANTASY

Former director of old-guard
British ﬁrm Colefax & Fowler,
decorator Veere Grenney specializes in interiors that blend
comfort with charm, practicality
with beauty. In Veere Grenney:
A Point of View (Rizzoli, $65),
readers join him on a journey
from early inﬂuences to the
formation of his foundation for
imaginative interiors.

French decorator Jacques
Garcia provides an intimate tour
of the 17th-century masterpiece
Château de Villette (Rizzoli,
$75) after a painstaking restoration of the historic house and
gardens to their original splendor. The spectacular results,
depicted through fresh photography, are a museum-like ode to
inimitable French craftsmanship.
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